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ABSTRACT

For taxed goods, freight is generally determined by multiplying the allocated freight for each kg and outgoing weight based on the outgoing order number on the outgoing bill. Considering that conventional logistics is insufficient to cope with the rapid response of e-commerce orders to logistics requirements, this work discussed the implementation of data mining technology in bonded warehouse inbound and outbound goods trade. Specifically, a bonded warehouse decision-making system with data warehouse, conceptual model, online analytical processing system, human-computer interaction module, and web data sharing platform was developed. The statistical query module can be used to perform statistics and queries on warehousing operations. After the optimization of the whole warehousing business process, it only takes 19.1 hours to get the actual freight, which is nearly one-third less than the time before optimization. This study could create a better environment for the development of China’s processing trade.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the 21st century, global economic integration has become the trend of world economic development. With the international flow of production factors and the large-scale development of international trade on a global scale, the economies of various countries are further dependent and influenced by each other. In the environment of fierce corporate competition and global economic integration, undifferentiated competition models such as large-scale product production and traditional marketing strategies can no longer meet the needs of the market. It is necessary to meet the needs of customers and make correct judgments on market trends in a timely manner. As a new growth point in the development of modern logistics, bonded logistics has received increasingly attention from the industry, and has become an interesting theme in regional economic development. Also, it plays an important role in implementing the overall strategy of national regional development. Internationally, the customs’ bonded supervision is positioned as a preferential policy to promote the economy, and the relevant system is known as the economic supervision system. Bonded logistics supervision directly reflects the promoting effect of the customs on the economy. Formulating differentiated marketing
strategies based on market segments has become the only way for enterprise development. Supply chain management has gradually become an important part of enterprise competitiveness. Enterprises are paying increasing attention to supply chain and logistics management. In order to seek resources in the world, make full use of international logistics networks and facilities, reduce logistics costs of enterprises, and improve the comprehensive competitiveness of enterprises, the establishment of a global logistics center or goods distribution center has become an inevitable choice for multinational production enterprises.

The optimized import filing and tax payment process are due to the operation of the allocation project. The efficiency of customs clearance and customs clearance of goods that can be distributed and shipped has been greatly improved. According to the ECRS analysis method, the original unnecessary procedures are canceled, and the necessary procedures are merged, rearranged and simplified. The import and export department of the company also began to prepare the information of the goods involved in the inspection after the goods were actually put into the warehouse, and after the forwarding forecast was received in advance and the import and export department began to enter the data in the MISIE system, which also sped up the process. It proved the efficiency of customs clearance of goods involved in inspection. Through the system simulation of the planning and design scheme, this study can dynamically observe the operation of the whole warehousing and logistics links, facilities and equipment in real time, and find the congestion link of the logistics operation system. It can provide theoretical support for the actual warehouse logistics planning and design. Bonded logistics is a significant part of the supply chain operation in multinational companies. It runs through the entire supply chain in international trading companies. Affecting the supply chain level of enterprises with bonded functions, high-level bonded logistics is also one of the important competitiveness of international trading enterprises. With the continuous expansion of international logistics business and the continuous update and improvement of international logistics operation mode, it also puts forward higher requirements for the functions of bonded logistics while promoting the development of bonded logistics. Combined with the logistics simulation system, the operation result analysis has important theoretical significance for improving the utilization rate of warehousing space and improving the efficiency of warehousing logistics. The application of system engineering theory in warehousing logistics has been expanded. With the integration of the global economy, the development of international trade and the intensification of competition among enterprises, the collaboration among enterprises with regard to products, technology, and finance is constantly deepening. All enterprises regard the development of supply chain as an important strategic goal for their long-term development. The service level has also become the main way for companies to provide differentiated services. Logistics is an indispensable part of the supply chain, and its service level is a essential indicator to measure an enterprise.

As a warehousing enterprise in the bonded area, the company’s import and export business is the core of the company’s operation. After more than ten years of development, the company’s business volume has continuously increased, and the amount of imported and exported goods has also doubled. These all pose challenges to the current export process. Accordingly, this study optimized the company’s import and export process. The background of inbound and outbound goods trade in bonded warehouses was explained, and the meaning of data mining technology in bonded warehouses was described in detail. The experimental part was an introduction to data mining and inbound and outbound goods trade in bonded warehouses, and it also coped with data mining and the trade of inbound and outbound goods in bonded warehouses and the application of data mining technology to the trade in inbound and outbound goods in bonded warehouses. The discussion section optimized the distribution of inspection items in logistics operations.
RELATED WORK

With the liberalization of international trade and investment, export processing zones (EPZ) are becoming increasingly important. Yucer A believes that EPZ is a key player in deepening the global value chain (GVC). He aims to improve the knowledge in this field by analyzing the trade performance of EPZ countries at a macro level, focusing on the externalities and distorting costs of EPZ. He established a raw database of export processing zones, in which he defined it as processing zones that enjoyed import tariff preferences. He stated that export processing zones only increase trade by mitigating the negative effects of protection. As importers of parts and raw materials, they have increased exports from other parts of the world. Although his research has confirmed the contribution of EPZ to GVC, it cannot be proved that the results are robust against changes, errors and deviations in model specifications due to data collection issues and sample composition (Yüce, 2017). Yan X S constructed a “universe” containing more than 18,000 fundamental signals from financial statements, and used guided methods to evaluate the impact of data mining on fundamental anomalies. He found that many fundamental signals were important predictors of cross-sectional stock returns, even when data mining was taken into account. This predictive ability is more pronounced after periods of high sentiment and in stocks with greater arbitrage restrictions. In his study, the fundamental anomalies and the new anomalies found in this study cannot be attributed to random opportunities, and they can be better explained by mispricing. Although his method is universal, the research process is not very comprehensive (Yan., 2017). To Pc Uolu A believes that all countries need to increase production and income levels in order to increase the speed of social and economic progress and development. One of the most important tools used by countries to increase production and national income is foreign trade. In recent years, Turkey has been trying to improve its foreign trade with other countries. Through the input-output model, he determined the foreign trade relations, key industries and import dependence analysis with Turkey and mist countries. Within the scope of the analysis, the Leontief inverse matrix, key industries and import inverse matrix were calculated for all countries with WIOD data in 2014. Although his research determined that the products produced by computer, electronics and optics are the key, the amount of data in the research process is relatively small (To Pc Uolu, 2020). Dar Q F believes that the recent growth of Korean products in the international market is a benchmark for developed and developing countries. From the development index, the role of international trade in the development of the national economy is indeed crucial. However, the visualization of a country’s international trade profile is a prerequisite for government decision-makers and foreign trade forecast guidance. He used data visualization technology to visualize Korea’s import and export product space and trading partners. Economic complexity index (ECI) and revealed comparative advantage (RCA) were used to identify the diversification of Korea’s international trade, while the time series method was used to predict economic and foreign trade variables. In his research, Korea’s ECI has increased significantly compared with China, Hong Kong and other developed countries in the world, while the research process lacks innovation (Dar., 2020). The operation and management of an enterprise is inseparable from the process, and the process management has been widely used by the enterprise. Process optimization is an indispensable part of enterprise process management. The process optimization theory has been maturely used in the optimization process of enterprises and institutions, and its research results are also quite rich. Many rich theoretical foundations and diversified operating tools have been formed in practical work.

RESEARCH METHOD

Bonded Warehousing

Apart from the storage and logistics functions of general warehousing, bonded warehousing also combines customs supervision and bonded systems. Its main functions and effects can be summarized as follows (Buczak., 2015):
Temporary Tax Exemption for Imported Goods

It lies in the cooperation of freight forwarders. As the company’s import and export business volume is continuously increasing, freight forwarders can also get more preferential transportation prices when negotiating. Simultaneously, several large multinational companies around the world formed an alliance, negotiated with freight forwarders, and reached an internal GSA freight price, which was much lower than the price of companies outside the alliance. After the imported goods arrive at the port, they can be sent to the bonded warehouse of the enterprise by declaration to the customs. It is the most basic function of bonded warehousing to suspend the import tariff and value-added tax of imported goods, and it is also the most profitable function of bonded warehousing enterprises. This function can help enterprises improve the speed and efficiency of customs clearance, thereby shortening the inventory cycle of import and export products, and thus shortening the delivery time of international trade goods. Imported goods can also be stored in bonded warehouses in a bonded form, which reduces the cost of inventory products for enterprises. The area of warehousing temporary storage area is (Helma, 2004; Wang, 2019):

\[ S = K \times Q \times \frac{v_x - v_j}{h \times t} S_T \]  

(1)

As the company’s core department, it should work well with other business departments of the company to achieve the company’s long-term strategic goals while doing its own job. Besides, the import and export business process based on changes in the internal and external environment should be optimized. \( S_J \) refers to the area of temporary storage area. \( K \) is the unbalanced fluctuation coefficient. The area of temporary storage area for bonded warehouse is (Chaurasia., 2017):

\[ S_L = K \times Q \times \frac{v - v_s}{h_L \times t_L} \times S_T \]  

(2)

\( S_J \) refers to the area of the warehousing tally area. \( v \) refers to the loading speed of goods into the storage area. The area of warehousing storage area is (Xu, 2014):

\[ S_C = \frac{Q_C \times T \times K}{t \times q \times f} \]  

(3)

\( T \) is the average storage days of goods. The area of warehousing inbound sorting area is (Fu, 2020):

\[ S_F = \frac{Q_F \times T_j \times K}{t_F \times q_F} \]  

(4)

\( T_j \) refers to the time to complete a sorting operation. The area of packaging area is (Atimu., 2020):

\[ S_{FH} = \frac{Q_{FH} \times T_{FH} \times K}{t_{FH} \times q_{FH}} \]  

(5)

The area of the return and recovery area is:
\[ S_T = S_R + S_{TC} = \frac{Q + Q_{TC}}{Q \times J} \]  

\( Q_{TC} \) is a part of the returned goods at the time of warehousing (Fu, 2020).

**International Cargo Distribution and Distribution**

Bonded warehousing plays an important undertaking link in international bonded logistics, connecting with important circulation links such as production, distribution and transportation of bonded logistics. Bonded warehousing enterprises can use the preferential conditions provided by the customs to transit and distribute goods in international trade. The goods purchased from abroad can be put into bonded warehouse for filing. Moreover, the goods can be sorted, simply repackaged, repackaged, marked, assembled, etc., and then re-distributed to domestic and foreign customers, providing value-added services to the goods. Some multinational companies set up their international distribution centers in special customs supervision areas, and re-distribute temporarily imported goods according to the special requirements of domestic and foreign customers. On the one hand, enterprises can make more profits by reducing logistics costs and improving the international competitiveness of enterprises. On the other hand, it is convenient for enterprises to offer services and shorten the delivery of goods, which meets customers’ needs and further promotes the development of international trade (Sikos, 2020). International cargo distribution and distribution are shown in Figure 1.

---

**Figure 1. International cargo distribution and distribution**

---

**Figure 2. Collecting and shipping**
Collecting and Shipping and International Transit

Enterprises may purchase from domestic and foreign suppliers respectively, and domestic enterprises shall go through export declaration procedures. Foreign goods shall go through the entry filing procedures and be stored in bonded warehouse under the condition of tax exemption. After receiving clear instructions from foreign customers, the goods purchased from domestic and foreign suppliers will be repackaged and filed for departure according to their requirements (Yensu.,2019). The collecting and shipping are shown in Figure 2.

Diversified Forms of Trade

Under the bonded supervision of the customs, bonded warehousing can carry out various and complex forms of trade, such as customs transfer, transit, in-area warehouse transfer, free form and other special trade. Customs transfer is to transfer bonded goods in two different customs special supervision areas with customs supervision vehicles under customs supervision. If both enterprises are registered in the special supervision area of the customs, they can directly apply for customs transfer (Shokoohi-Yekta, 2017). The transition process is shown in Figure 3.

Transit trade refers to international trade in the import and export of goods sold through a third country to achieve, rather than directly between the country of origin and the country of final use. It is aimed at a third country. After the import and export goods are recorded in bonded warehouse in a third country, they are not processed but stored and shipped directly to the final consumer country. This type of trade is also tax-free and certificate-free for third-country companies, and is not subject to corporate quotas. At the same time, it can also avoid trade barriers in some countries, and even enjoy the preferential tax rate of the destination country and reduce the tariffs of import companies. Therefore, this trade situation is also respected by many companies. Transit trade truly realized the free
trade of international goods and promoted the further development of international trade (Ramírez-Gallego, 2017). The process of importing and exporting goods is shown in Figure 4.

Warehouse transfer trade means that two bonded warehouse companies are registered in the same special customs supervision area. If there is trade between the two enterprises, they can be transported and paid freely after applying to the local customs for warehouse transfer. This kind of trade mode is quite convenient for the property rights transfer of bonded goods. Due to the same supervision area, there is no complicated customs clearance procedure for the transfer of goods, and there is no need to use customs supervision vehicles. For enterprises, it can greatly reduce the inventory turnover rate of goods, shorten the delivery time of goods, reduce transportation and inventory costs, and recover funds as soon as possible (Emoto, 2017).

**The Overall Framework of the Warehousing Decision-Making System**

**Overall Design Plan**

Design plan: after studying this problem from many aspects and investigating the reality, a feasible system solution was put forward. A bonded warehouse decision-making system with data warehouse, conceptual model, online analytical processing system, human-computer interaction module and web data sharing platform was designed (Hong, 2018).

In this program, the data warehouse mainly performs data storage and organization, and the data analysis stage is completed in OLAP. Data mining is performed according to the actual business, and the expected program is customized. The WEB server publishes and shares the circulation commodity data. Each module cooperates together and takes different decisions based on the actual needs of users to achieve preset goals (Moustakas., 2017). The architecture of the bonded warehouse decision support system is shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. The architecture of the bonded warehouse decision support system](image)

The bonded warehouse decision-making system can be divided into four levels: source data storage layer, data storage layer and management layer, system function module layer and human-computer interaction system. This is divided according to the system structure. The second layer is data storage and management. The data comes from the daily operation of the first layer. The third layer is the system function module layer, which cooperates with the second layer to complete the whole decision-making process. This layer includes model base and decision file base, which can help to obtain decision information. Also, it mainly uses mining tools to build model and complete the
work of building scheme. The fourth layer is the human-computer interaction system, which mainly completes the docking between users and the system. This layer offers decision-making solutions to decision-makers in form of reports, OLAP, real-time query and data mining (Constantine., 2017).

The Network Topology of the Bonded Warehouse Decision-Making System

In order to adapt to the development of the times, the bonded warehouse decision-making system also needs network support. In the network construction of logistics enterprises, there is no need to worry about the impact of the newly built network on its own network. As they can share a network environment, the network topology of the entire system is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. The network topology of the entire system

The “bottom-up” design scheme is easy to understand and commonly used, and thus it is adopted by this system. The first step is to establish an analysis and processing environment and extract raw data from the transaction database system. Before the data in the daily transaction processing database flows into the data warehouse and multidimensional data set, a series of operations need to be carried out. It can flow into the system through the processing of filtering, conversion and extraction module. In order to ensure that the analysis environment and processing environment do not affect each other and separate from each other, the data warehouse uses its own independent relational database for later data processing. OLAP can be used for one-to-one topic analysis and multiple dimensional data processing. It adopts multiple angle and multiple analytical methods, and constructs the analysis oriented multidimensional data model by analyzing and comparing the multidimensional data sets. OLAP starts from the integrated data in the data warehouse, and its analysis activities are driven by data, independent of method. It separates the analysis method from the data structure. Data mining is mainly carried out on automatic potential mining data, and the basis of these mining is a large amount of data. The sources of these data are mainly data warehouses and multidimensional databases. These potential patterns are the basis for making prediction automatically and providing decision makers with recommended decision schemes.

1. Two Important Modules in the System

   a. Expense settlement module
Currently, the cost settlement of warehousing enterprises in the bonded area is calculated by the warehouse managers, which is susceptible to cause errors. With the cost settlement module, the labor cost is saved and the result is more accurate.

b. Statistical query module

The system can be used to perform statistics and query on warehousing operations. For the operation of the company’s employees, it can make managers fully understand the use of resources and efficiency, and offer information for managers to make wise decisions. For customers, they can know their inventory at any time through independent query.

2. Functions Completed by the System

a. Inventory strategy mining

The storage number, storage quantity, unit price, storage period, ratio of inventory quantity and ratio of total value of goods in warehouse management were analyzed. Classified analysis method and other mining techniques are used to determine the inventory management measures for different goods and make reasonable inventory strategies.

b. Warehousing operation mining

The data involved in the warehousing practice of the warehousing module and the outbound module in the logistics warehousing management system were collected. The data processing platform was built, and the corresponding data mining algorithm was used to mine, thus forming some potential useful information that is insusceptible to be found and forming the decision support for the storage operation.

c. Customer management mining

From the customer information database in the logistics warehouse management system, the effective, unknown and easy to understand information was extracted. The decision tree algorithm was used to mine to maintain old customers and develop new customers.

Construction of Data Warehouse

Visual Tools for Data Mining

With the international flow of production factors and the large-scale development of international trade on a global scale, the economies of various countries are further dependent and influenced by each other. In the fierce competition of enterprise data mining and the global economic integration environment, large-scale product production and conventional marketing strategies and other undifferentiated competition models can no longer meet the needs of the market. Satisfying the needs of customers, making correct judgments on market trends in a timely manner, and formulating differentiated marketing strategies based on data mining market segments have become the only way for enterprise development.

The first layer is the data warehouse server, which mainly completes the cleaning, conversion and loading of the source data. It connects with the transactional relational database system operated by the enterprise. The second layer is OLAP server, which aims at the data platform of the data warehouse above. Through on-line analytical processing, the final customer's requirements are decomposed into
multiple analysis actions to produce analysis results. The third layer is the front-end display tool, which is provided by data mining tools or implemented by user programming. It is often displayed to users in concise and clear forms such as data reports, charts, etc.

Supply chain management has gradually become a crucial part of the enterprises competitiveness, and enterprises are paying increasing attention to the management of supply chain and logistics. In order to seek resources worldwide, make full use of international logistics networks and facilities, reduce the enterprises logistics costs, and improve the enterprises overall competitiveness, the establishment of a global logistics center or cargo distribution center has become an inevitable choice for multinational production enterprises. Data mining tools are an indispensable and important part of the inventory decision-making system. The mined data may come from data warehouses, transaction databases, streaming media files or other data sources, and data mining products provide a common interface to access these data. The interface of data mining tools expands the channels for data mining tools to obtain data. Like OLAP, they also need to clean, transform and load the data when data mining tools extract data. Only in this way can the correctness of the mining data be guaranteed. For the system studied in this work, the data mining tool will extract data from the data warehouse, and mine the data in the data warehouse according to the decision tree algorithm. Moreover, the information offered by the front-end access tool of the data warehouse is the auxiliary information for the decision maker. The human-machine interface of the decision-making system provides a visual connection to realize the intuitive use of information. Concurrently, the information can be stored in the database table by programming, and then written into the visual window through the control call.

The allocation rate of activity cost drivers is the amount of activity cost per unit of activity cost drivers. The main calculation formula is (Triguero., 2017):

\[
R_j = \sum_{i=1}^n c_{in} / A
\]  

(7)

\( c_{in} \) is the total cost of the operation. The formula for establishing labor productivity is (Lin., 2014):

\[
A = \frac{Q}{T_z + \sum TV + TVn}
\]  

(8)

Among them:

\[
T = \frac{V (1 + g)^{n-1}}{(1 + i)^n}
\]  

(9)

\( A \) is labor productivity. \( T \) is the labor cost of the nth year (Varley., 2017).

**Realizing the Key Technology of Inventory Storage Decision Support System**

Import and export business is the core of bonded warehousing company. The efficiency of customs clearance will affect the company’s customer satisfaction. Customs management and customs clearance costs will directly affect supply chain management. Therefore, optimizing the import and export process of bonded warehousing enterprises is of great practical significance for the efficiency of import and export customs clearance, customs risks, and customs clearance costs of bonded warehousing enterprises.
1. **Building a Data Warehouse**

The data warehouse is a database for decision analysis. First, the theme of the data warehouse is determined, which is determined by the inventory warehousing decision-making problem that decision makers are interested in. Based on this topic, the appropriate granularity and segmentation strategy are determined to build the logical structure and physical structure of the data warehouse, thus preparing for the subsequent data conversion and cleaning.

2. **Choosing a Data Mining Tool**

The storage and organization of data are completed by the data warehouse, and online analysis and processing are used for data analysis. The automatic discovery of knowledge is done by data mining. The foundation of data analysis technology is composed of data warehouse, OLAP and DM. Data warehouse can provide unified data view to data from different sources, and offer data support for data mining and OLAP. Data mining tools or OLAP tools can offer users with convenient access to information, rich data analysis and report statistics functions, so that the inventory management data of logistics enterprises can be fully utilized.

3. **Choosing Visual Tools**

The interface between user and system is performed by visual tools. On the one hand, its main work is to present the results of system response in form of image in front of users. On the other hand, the user’s request is handled by the system, which requires the use of visual tools to transform the request into recognizable data. Relying on the promotion and application of data warehouse technology, the inventory decision support system has found a feasible and efficient solution. In the inventory management of logistics industry, data warehouse technology is combined with inventory decision support system based on conventional DSS function. Data warehouse technology and DM technology are used to enhance the functions of DSS (Wang., 2008). The basic formula of net present value is as follows:

\[
NPV = \sum \frac{C_i - C_0}{1 + i}
\]  
(10)

Combined with the actual situation of this study, the net present value formula is transformed into (Yassine., 2017):

\[
NPV = \sum Q - T_{yr} - T_{Wv} - T
\]  
(11)

The quantitative evaluation value is in form of an exact number, and a linear normalization function is used to standardize the quantitative evaluation value data (Chien., 2009):

\[
T = \frac{R - R_j}{r - r^*}
\]  
(12)

The variable weight function of inferior matrix \( \gamma \) is set as (Wang., 2017):
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

PCB analysis is the analysis of storage and transportation units, which can also be called cargo status analysis. It is a kind of logistics unit that examines the items in the logistics operation. It is divided into three ways: pallet P, box C, and single product B. The order quantity of the bonded warehouse is converted into the basic storage and transportation unit to analyze the goods’ status. The basic storage and transportation unit of each order and each commodity item should be understood to analyze the characteristics of commodity logistics packaging, thus understanding the customer's ordering scale and the outbound scale of acquired commodities. In the warehouse logistics of bonded warehouse, the packaging status of goods will change with the requirements of different business processes in the process from warehousing to sorting out. The storage and transportation units of common bonded warehouses are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Storage and transportation units of common bonded warehouses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numbering</th>
<th>Storage unit</th>
<th>Sorting unit</th>
<th>Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tray</td>
<td>Tray</td>
<td>P→P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Tray</td>
<td>Box</td>
<td>P→C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Box</td>
<td>Box</td>
<td>C→C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Box</td>
<td>Single product</td>
<td>C→B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Single product</td>
<td>Single product</td>
<td>B→B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here, the commodity order data of January from MY bonded warehouse is randomly selected for basic data analysis. According to the monthly order data, the order information is converted into storage and transportation unit analysis, as shown in Figure 7. It can be seen that the number of orders in the whole pallet is very small, only 0.26%, which can be delivered directly (P→P) or by picking whole container (P→C). Tray type automatic storage + conveyor or tray type automatic storage + discharger + sorter + conveyor is adopted for delivery. The number of orders in FCL is not very large, and the number of documents is not large. The mobile shelf + conveyor (C→C) or mobile shelf + unpacking sorting + conveyor (C→B) will be used for direct delivery. The number of orders based on single item is the largest, exceeding 94.35%. Each detachable single category in the sorting area should be kept in stock to store the single item, and the single item picking (B→B) mode is adopted for delivery. Through the analysis of the order storage and transportation units, three kinds of picking and delivery modes can be combined, including the whole unit, the whole container storage and the single product sorting. The facilities and equipment of automated warehouse can be used effectively, and the operation efficiency of warehouse logistics can be improved.

The EQ\EN analysis is shown in Figure 8. Generally speaking, there are more varieties with larger order quantity and less varieties with smaller order quantity. For example, orders E1, E4, E8, E146-E153, E182, E197, E198 and other shipments and items are large. Orders E18-E27 except E22, E62-E111 except E99 and E107, E122-E145, E189-E193 and the number of shipments are relatively small. It is obvious from the Figure 8 that this kind of orders account for the vast majority. There are also some orders with higher EN and medium EQ, such as E29-E33, E35-E38,
E112-E121, etc. Considering EQ and EN based on the order situation, the sorting and delivery of goods are selected based on each order. For the large quantity and large category, the whole pallet will be delivered directly. For the medium quantity, the whole container will be delivered by sorting, and the unpacked single product will be delivered by sorting for the small quantity and small category.

By analyzing IQ (single product shipments) and IK (single product shipments), it is found that the categories of some items are consistent and can be directly determined as the category in the ABC classification determined by the two kinds of analysis. Some items are inconsistent, such as I1 and I9 are classified as class A in IQ analysis and class B in IK analysis. I20 is divided into class B in IQ analysis and class A in IK analysis. For items with different classification categories, they are scored by warehouse internal management experts, and then weighted values are calculated to determine the item category. 90-100 points (including 100 points) are A category. 80-90 points (including 90 points) are B category. 80 points (including 80 points) and below are C category, and the weights of IQ and IK are 0.6 and 0.4. Taking I9 as an example, the average score of experts in IQ analysis is 90 points,
and that of experts in IK analysis is 87. The weighted average value of 19 is 88.8, which belongs to class B according to the scoring principle. The same calculation method is used to determine the ABC classification of the remaining IQ and IK items, and the final ABC classification of goods of different categories is shown in Table 2.

### Table 2. The final ABC classification of goods of different categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shipment varieties</th>
<th>Outbound quantity IQ</th>
<th>IQ cumulative percentage</th>
<th>IQ classification</th>
<th>Number of outbound IK</th>
<th>IK cumulative percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I3</td>
<td>12440</td>
<td>21.05%</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>8.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I6</td>
<td>7629</td>
<td>33.96%</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>15.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I11</td>
<td>6498</td>
<td>44.96%</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>21.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I12</td>
<td>5449</td>
<td>54.18%</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>37.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I1</td>
<td>5412</td>
<td>63.34%</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>48.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I5</td>
<td>4727</td>
<td>71.34%</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>33.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I13</td>
<td>1785</td>
<td>79.66%</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>80.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I10</td>
<td>1688</td>
<td>85.51%</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>63.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I14</td>
<td>1534</td>
<td>88.11%</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>72.15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The warehousing business process of M company was simulated through ExSpect simulation software. The company’s distribution business process cycle time is 57.6 hours, and the time only refers to the time of the working day (i.e., 7 to 8 working days can be completed). The simulation variance is too large, and the simulation results show that the variance is basically close to 1, indicating that the current process is volatile. Through the overall analysis of the entire business, it is found that the links in the key process can be changed into parallel business processes. In this way, a certain amount of working time can be saved. Simultaneously, some repetitive work in the existing process can be removed by studying process optimization strategy, thus reducing the time consumed by the whole process. The simulation results are shown in Table 3.

### Table 3. Simulation results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subrun</th>
<th>X arrivals</th>
<th>X average</th>
<th>X variance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>57.53468901</td>
<td>0.69489263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>58.72598723</td>
<td>0.85473124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>56.91472894</td>
<td>0.82379825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>56.76435622</td>
<td>0.78362349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>57.39748346</td>
<td>0.79247136</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After optimizing the entire warehousing business process, it takes only 19.1 hours to complete, which is nearly one-third less than the time before optimization. This result is also consistent with the previous analysis and verified analysis results of this work. The optimized business times are shown in Figure 9.

**CONCLUSION**

By applying the theory and method of process optimization, the mature theory was combined with the actual situation of the company. The import and export process of bonded warehouse logistics enterprises was analyzed and studied, and the past experience and lessons were summarized. The bonded warehousing logistics model which is not only in line with scientific theories but also practical import and export process was also explored, thus promoting and integrating theoretical research and practical problem solving. This work studied the development of China’s logistics industry bonded warehousing decision-making for inbound and outbound goods, and presented the current problems faced by inventory warehousing in the logistics industry. The overall requirements of the logistics decision support system have been mastered. Based on the decision support system, the overall framework of the system was determined and the data warehouse was built after analyzing the technical feasibility. The decision tree algorithm in data mining technology was used to build the warehouse model of the inventory storage decision support system. At the end of this work, the visual interface of the inventory storage decision-making system is given, which has good versatility and scalability. Some links that can be optimized in the whole operation process have been found in future work, mainly including information process and customs clearance. The expected goal can be achieved by adjusting some links, improving the cooperation mode of operators, and establishing a supporting information system. On the one hand, the customs department has become increasingly standardized on related operating procedures, and it also provides great convenience for enterprises’ import and export business on the other hand. For example, customs mailbox declarations are equipped with commissioners to review documents for import and export enterprises. The commissioner
reviewing the documents can enhance customs’ understanding on the enterprise’s import and export products, and reduce the situation of changing and returning orders due to the lack of understanding of the enterprise’s products in the customs clearance process, which will help enterprises speed up customs clearance and improve customs clearance efficiency. It can be said that the import and export departments of enterprises are facing increasing challenges and pressures.
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